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Please view actual material when making your selection, as the images on this page are only representative.
DCOF rating is a measurement of a tile’s frictional resistance. It is the specifier’s responsibility to ensure the chosen tile is appropriate for each interior and exterior application. 

CONCERTO SERIES

PRODUCT TYPE

Glazed Porcelain

STOCKED COLORS

Concerto Black

Concerto Clay

Concerto Cocoa

Concerto Greige

Concerto Pearl

Concerto Sand 

Concerto White

STOCKED FINISHES

Glossy

Matte

STOCKED SIZE

2-1/4 × 9-3/4

STOCKED TRIM

1/2 × 9-3/4 Pencil Bullnose

The Concerto series offers a wide array of neutral and smoky color hues. 

This color palette lends itself beautifully to many styles of design. Due 

to the breadth of color offerings, this series can be used in combination 

with natural stone or other tile series, including glass tile. Colors within 

the series can also be combined to create a customized and cohesive tile 

design. It is available in seven colors, all available in both a glossy and 

matte finish. A pencil bullnose trim piece is available and adds flexibility 

in application.

Please note that due to a size difference between the matte and glossy 

finishes in the Concerto series, it is not possible to blend finishes in the 

same installation. Piece to piece variation in shade or color are inherent 

in all fired clay products; therefore, it is recommended to mix tiles from 

several boxes at a time during installation to achieve the best range of 

color. This series is suitable for residential and commercial applications. 

Concerto Black Matte and White Matte

RECOMMENDED USES

Commercial

Residential

Interior Floor (matte)

Interior Wall

Exterior Cladding

Fireplaces

Shower Walls

Steam Showers

Pool & Spa 

DYNAMIC C.O.F. WET: ≥ 0.42 (matte)

P.E.I. RATING: 4

FROSTPROOF: Yes

Concerto Black MatteConcerto Black Glossy

Concerto Clay MatteConcerto Clay Glossy

Concerto Cocoa MatteConcerto Cocoa Glossy

Concerto Greige MatteConcerto Greige Glossy

Concerto Pearl MatteConcerto Pearl Glossy

Concerto Sand MatteConcerto Sand Glossy

Concerto White MatteConcerto White Glossy

Concerto White Glossy, Greige Glossy & Cocoa Glossy


